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nPlan has developed Project Overrun Insurance. A product that leverages data from 
over 600,000 schedules to price the likelihood of a project delay. nPlan is now seeking 
capacity for the product and is interested in discussions with providers. 
 
You can visit nPlan’s website here 

 

 

 
Innovatrix entered the Lab with the problem and a parametric risk transfer solution. 
They have now honed their solution set to work for the Lloyd’s marketplace. They are 
now seeking £550k of seed investment and the securing of insurance capacity.   
 
You can visit Innovatrix’s website here 

 

 

 
Altelium developed General Liability policy underpinned by real-time battery data 
analytics and risk management for Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS). They are 
now looking for Lead / Follow Capacity and Distribution Channels. 
 
You can visit Altelium’s website here 

 

 
Anansi adapted its embedded goods-in-transit insurance product, currently designed 
for small to medium sized retailers, to serve the needs of large retailers. Their asks are 
distribution opportunities, capacity discussions and raising an EIS eligible investment 
round. 
 
You can visit Anansi’s website here 

 

 
OTT Risk has partnered with ibott syndicate 1971 to build revenue protections for the 
digital economy: the sharing economy, marketplaces, online travel agents and more. 
They are creating parametric business interruption cover, fit for our modern economy. 
 
You can visit OTT Risk’s website here 

 

 
 

 
Yokahu developed a product to predict which of a lender's borrowers will miss 
repayments after events like floods and hurricanes. Allowing the lender to automate 
repayment relief and cover their losses with parametric insurance - this helps with 
capital provisioning and lowers default. 
 
You can visit Yokahu’s website here 

 

 
Sola launched their tornado product and developed their wind/hail policy to help 
homeowners and small businesses cover their deductible and immediate expenses 
after catastrophic events. They are looking for more reinsurance capacity support. 
 
You can visit Sola’s website here 

 

 
Kayna has developed embedded infrastructure technology that allows insurers and 
brokers to distribute via vertical software platforms. Kayna is looking forward to 
partnering with SMB insurers and brokers who are interested in new distribution 
channels and new data. 
 
You can visit Kayna’s website here 
 

 

ARMD came into the Lab to build 2 new products, and they leave 10 weeks later with 
agreements in principle for both. Anybody connected to possible affinity partners or 
interested to hear more about their upcoming fundraise please reach out. 
 
You can visit ARMD’s website here 

https://www.nplan.io/
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